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Moodul is a contemporary modular building block,
innovatively designed to allow the creation of stunning
features in your garden. Moodul adds a new
dimension to your landscaping project and building
with Moodul is as simple as child’s play!
Moodul is so much more than an ordinary building
block. With Moodul you can create a structure that's
as functional or as artistic as you want - from a simple
wall to an attractive planter, from a basic bench to a
complete outdoor room.
And Moodul lets you go even further with a range of
add-on accessories. So you can easily hang a flower
box on your wall, build a shelf or create seating, all
without drilling.
Fancy a change? Simply move flower box, shelf or
seating around, season to season. Look through our
brochure and let Moodul inspire you.

A Moodul wall is made up of two simple elements – a
60x30x9cm (LxWxD) walling block and a 60x30x7.5cm
(LxWxD) cover stone both available in black and grey.
So whether you prefer a grey wall with a black coping,
a black wall with a grey coping or vice versa the
choice is yours. You also have the option to alternate
colours with banding.
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Building with Moodul building blocks is very simple
and the creation of garden features such as planters,
fire pits and dwarf walling can be done simply by
stacking the blocks.
This allows you the freedom to change your gardens
structure from time to time by moving or redesigning
features. For structural walls above one metre in
height it is advisable to use mortar or building block
adhesive. For more information see the Pavestone
Installation & Maintenance Guide on our website
www.pavestone.co.uk/technical-information.

Heat-treated ash: high quality wood
that's environmentally friendly too
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Moodul wooden bench and shelving accessories are made
from ash wood which is heat-treated to a temperature of
215°C using a steam process to prevent the wood
cracking or splitting as it weathers.
This thermal treatment gives the wood the uniformity and
durability of tropical hardwood and, over time, its warm
hues can be preserved by varnishing or oil treating:
alternatively untreated it will gracefully turn silver. We use
ash because it's one of our fastest-growing native species
unlike the slow-growing hardwood harvested from
rainforest clearances. So Moodul is an environmentally
friendly choice too.

Moodul Accessories
The ultimate in contemporary seating, a Moodul bench
seamlessly suspended against a Moodul wall, invites
casual seating. A place to sit and contemplate or maybe
read a book.
Simply hang up a few flower-filled pots to add colour and
life to your wall. Why not add Moodul Cubid outdoor LED
lighting to illuminate your new surroundings in a fashion
that's stylish, economic and sustainable? Moodul
accessories simply hook into place with no need for drilling.

Stainless steel universal hook
G

Can be attached anywhere on the wall

G

Rust free

G

Available in packs of five with five M5x16
stainless steel wood screws

G

8kg maximum load capacity

Moodul Cubid in-lite
G

Simple cube shape in silver-coated
aluminium

G

Provides 12V low voltage warm white light

G

240V transformer for mains connection

G

Attaches to wall with integrated stainless steel hook

Moodul Bench
G

120cm x 45cm x 4cm (LxWxD)

G

Heat-treated ash

G

Stainless steel or heat-treated ash support brackets

G

220kg maximum load capacity

G

Can be attached to the wall at 60cm intervals

Moodul Accessories
Imagine using an outside wall just like a wall inside your
home? With Moodul shelves and decorative bands, that's
exactly what you can do. So it not only looks good but it's
just as practical too.

Decorative band
G

180cm x 3cm x 4cm (LxWxD)

G

Stainless steel or heat-treated ash

G

Fixes neatly into the wall channels

In-lite Curve Module
G

Decorative wall lamp in
silver-coated aluminium

G

Provides 12V low voltage
warm white light

G

240V transformer for mains
connection

G

Fixes to the wall with integral
stainless steel hook

Moodul Shelves
G

120cm x 30cm x 2.5cm (LxWxD)

G

60cm x 30cm x 2.5cm (LxWxD)

G

Heat-treated ash

G

Stainless steel or heat-treated ash supports

G

50kg maximum load capacity

G

Can be attached anywhere on the wall

Small Shelf 60cm

Stainless Steel

Heat-Treated Ash

Moodul Accessories
Make your summer evenings even more enjoyable
with LED strip lighting embedded in your Moodul wall.
Its gentle illumination adds that extra touch of drama
to a well designed and accessorised wall.
Make even more of a statement by using Pavestone
contemporary floor tiles*. Pavestone have a range of
Hybrid contemporary paving tiles that not only look
great but feature stain protection and so stay looking
good for many years.

Moodul LED Band
G

LED strip designed for exterior use
with PVC wraparound

G

In 5m, 10m or 15m lengths
(other lengths available on request)

G

Practical and durable

Available in three styles:

White

RGB
(Red, Green, Blue)

RGB
Continuous Strip

Contemporary Paving
Pavestone offer a large range of contemporary paving to
compliment Moodal. Here are just a few examples.

Mosaic Victoriana

Mosaic Arabica

Mystica Polaris

Manhattan Black

Kera Linea Pearl Grey

Sable Diana

To see our full range ask your stockist for the Pavestone
Landscaping Brochure or visit www.pavestone.co.uk

Let Moodul free your
creative spirit
Moodul is a really rewarding material to work with.
In a wall, its long open joints give your wall an elegant
character with intriguing see-through details at eye level.
It's also ideal for making a design statement that's as
functional as it is attractive. What will it inspire you to
create? Maybe a bench or two across a corner alcove,
a carefully-placed planter, a warming brazier, a barbeque
or even a charming set of steps?
Available in contrasting but complementary shades of
black and grey.

Attractive facade with see-through
eye level detail

Moodul makes
everything effortless
Whatever you build with Moodul, it couldn't be easier.
Simply align the blocks and mortar or use a landscape
block adhesive. If you leave the outer edges un-mortared,
the inner sections of the wall remain accessible, allowing
you to pull through lighting cables for example.
Discover how easy it is to build with Moodul
modular walling by viewing the Pavestone
Installation & Maintenance Guide at
www.pavestone.co.uk/technical-information
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